San Marcos Growers COVID-19 Coronavirus Response

October 15, 2021

We are currently open for business using our regular hours, Monday-Friday 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM. At the end of Daylight Savings on November 8th our winter hours will be 7:30 AM to 4 PM.

All of our nursery employees have been vaccinated. Customers coming into the nursery must wear a face mask and stay 6 feet from others! Once in the open field masks can be removed but the 6 foot social distancing guidelines must be maintained.

We still are encouraging customers to email or call-in orders to be assembled by us for pick up at the nursery, but are allowing customers to come into the nursery from 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM to tag or pull their own plants and we are again allowing customers to also bring their clients. We have moved the sales desks outside of our office building so customers can complete all transactions while remaining at a safe distance from employees and other customers in the open air. Once inside the nursery all customers, and their clients must continue to use a face mask when outside of their vehicles in our sales area. They can remove their masks when out in our open field, must also practice safe physical distance guidelines.

- Do NOT come into the nursery if you are not feeling well.
- We have set up a sales desk outside so customers will have no need to come inside the sales office.
- Customers and employees must adhere to physical distancing protocols.

Anyone not following our safety rules will be asked to leave the nursery premises. For more information on COVID-19 best practices please see the California Department of Food and Agriculture guidelines for wholesale nurseries at: https://www.cdfa.ca.gov/coronavirus/pdfs/NurseryCoVID19Guidance.pdf

We hope that with your help we can safely manage to conduct our business and provide some really outstanding plants to our customers!

If you have any questions or need to reach our staff after hours, please call: (805) 683-1561